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OUTLINE:

The problem: “Energy efficiency gap”. 

Bounded rationality is not taken into account

The opportunity: 

Improving residential energy policies can bring 

significant energy savings NOW

Integrated approach for explaining/predicting

energy-related decisions and behavior at home

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ongoing work on creating an 

agent-based residential energy behavior model

that can incorporate bounded rationality and social data

into a mathematical framework. Using Fuzzy logic.



Optimization models

+ real empirical data (surveys)





Real data 

collected through web-based surveys 

from households

•Priorities of people among

1. economic goals

2. personal satisfaction                                  weights in

3. environmental goals                                  fuzzy aggregation

•Flexibility in satisfying goals                     relaxation coefficients

•Influence from neighbors                            change of weights 

•Personal perceptions: planning horizon, prices, climate



No local fossil fuel resources                            

Hong Kong (population ~ 7 million)
Climate of Hong Kong: sub-tropical, tending towards  temperate
Electricity consumption has increased during the last decade
Buildings : 92% of electricity consumption

Space cooling: 23% of total energy used in residential buildings.
The largest energy consumer (16%) in the region, more than 
cooking, lighting, industrial processes, transportation.

No local fossil fuel resources                            
No strong energy policies

Source: The Government of Hong Kong SAR of the PRC                                                                           



Priorities



Influence from neighbors



Influence from neighbors (2)



Policies- willingness to change



Rational vs. Fuzzy



Rational vs. Fuzzy (2)



Worldwide



Why Fuzzy logic for bounded rationality ? 

•Deciding under bounded rationality, does not mean deciding irrationally.

•Instead, bounded rationality can be considered as a degree of decline from 
the “optimal” rational behavior, or a partial version of it.

•The “degree of decline from the optimal behaviour” concept can be seen 
as an analogus to the “degree of membership” concept, on which fuzzy set 
theory is largely based.

•Bounded rationality theory and fuzzy sets theory can be connected:  

the latter can be able to provide a platform for the representation of 

the former



Inputs: rational vs. fuzzy 



Thank you

For your comments and questions:

cspandagos@ust.hk



Questionnaire

40 questions: Residence characteristics- Lifestyle priorities – A/C use –

Influence from neighbors – Willingness to change

Sample questions: 

•How much you agree with the following statements?

“When I choose which A/C model to buy, I choose the one that can allow me to save more 
money from my electricity bill.”

“When I choose which A/C model to buy, I choose the one that can allow me to improve
my personal satisfaction and comfort.”

“When I choose which A/C model to buy, I choose the one that can allow me to protect the 
environment.”

You are now need to use your A/C device for LESS HOURS per day. Every HOUR that you 
use it LESS, HELPS THE ENVIRONMENT, but at the same time it makes you feel hotter 
and more UNCOMFORTABLE.  For how many LESS HOURS are you WILLING TO USE 
your A/C?


